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Cyclops Submersible Brings
Deep-Water Exploration to the
21st Century
BY DEVIN COLDEWEY

"I wanted to be the first man on Mars, and then I realized all the

undiscovered species are here, in the ocean."

That's how former jet pilot and aspiring space traveler Stockton Rush

came to found OceanGate, a company in the Pacific Northwest that

on Wednesday unveiled a brand-new manned submersible platform,

Cyclops 1. Rush and his colleagues think there's an important place

for humankind underwater — and it doesn't have to be a

claustrophobic, rivet-studded experience, either.

Cyclops will join a very limited number of modern manned

submersibles, and it's by far the most humane. The latest Japanese

or Chinese submersible may safely take a few researchers to 20,000

feet below, but they'll be cheek by jowl the whole way, fighting for

views out of a handful of tiny portholes and trying not to trip any of

the dozens of switches studding the walls.
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Stockton Rush sits rear of center in the Cyclops 1. Not pictured: 3 reporters

comfortably occupying the front area.

In OceanGate's new craft, things are different. "We're looking at

doing 24-hour missions where you can take a nap in the back," Rush

explained at a press conference Wednesday at Seattle's Museum of

History and Industry. He later pointed out where a small toilet might

go — a luxury sadly lacking on other submersibles.

But this is no million-dollar toy for yacht owners to drag with them

along the Baja. The Cyclops is meant for serious scientific work —

but scientists are people too, and it's hard to pay attention to the

movements of rare deep-water marine life when your lab technician

has his elbow jabbing your kidney.

At the same time, the obvious question is: Why bother putting a

human in there at all?

To drone or not to drone?

Unmanned undersea platforms are popular and effective, Rush

explained, but for one thing, they all require tethers to provide

power and communication (wireless doesn't work so well

underwater). Robots also aren't so great at improvising or

diagnosing, say, an unexpected problem with an oil pipeline.

"The most powerful resource we have for ocean exploration is our

brain," said Erika Montague, OceanGate's director of science and

technology.

To best leverage that resource, you want to get people on board,

and you want to make the craft comfortable, safe and easy to pilot.

The team found an unlikely solution for that last bit: a PlayStation

controller.

"Talk about durability and versatility — these things are fantastic,"

enthused Rush.

As for comfort and durability, the solution was to use a modern yet

thoroughly tested material: carbon fiber. Most submersibles are like

titanium tanks, said Rush, and little has changed since the iconic
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research vessel ALVIN — which is coming up on its 50th birthday. If it

works, why change it?

The deep-water version of Cyclops (the one pictured is a prototype)

will use a thick carbon composite shell that will eventually allow it to

dive to 6,000 meters, or nearly 20,000 feet. Fiber optics embedded

in the shell will provide constant pressure data and warn of any

anomalies. And unlike the unpredictable airways where carbon fiber

is found in commercial planes, pressure is highly predictable under

water, making engineering a chassis a more straightforward task. (An

earlier version of this article stated that carbon fiber shells safely

deform before failing; this is not the case.)

Two of these spherical power modules sit outside the rear of the pressure vessel,

underneath the shell that gives the craft its teardrop shape.

Power and data are routed through two spherical modules outside

the pill-shaped pressure vessel, each of which is somewhat larger

than a basketball and rated to survive down to 9,000 meters (29,500

feet). Inside, telemetry and other vital data pass through, as well as

power and instructions for the craft's two thrusters.

Inside, there's space for five people — having been in a Navy

submarine before, this reporter found the Cyclops very roomy — and

a huge forward bubble that provides unobstructed view for the pilot,

researcher or both.

Something for everybody

The teardrop shape with the lifted tip provides lots of room for extra

modules on the top and bottom, though it wasn't always that way,

said Bob Miyamoto, from the University of Washington's Applied

Physics Laboratory, who collaborated on the design.

"It's an interesting discussion — you get this guy who used to fly

fighter jets, and he wants to put wings on it and stuff," Miyamoto

recalls.

"There were about 25 different changes to the shape," said Rush.

"We did winged designs, even a sort of handbag shape. That got

thrown out pretty quickly."
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One of Cyclops' next ports of call after Seattle is the Gulf of Mexico,

where it will film the spectacular coral bloom that occurs there. The

team is also in talks with oil companies about replacing robotic

vehicles at offshore drilling sites. And why not intimate tours of

shipwrecks and deep-water sea life?

The plan is for Cyclops to be a jack-of-all trades craft, as easily

employed by a marine biology department as the Navy. But

OceanGate would operate and maintain everything.

"We're all about giving people access to the ocean — we're not

selling the sub," said Rush.

The carbon-fiber Cyclops 2 and 3, which will go to 3,000 and 6,000

meters (9,800 and 19,685 feet) respectively, are scheduled for

launch in 2016.

DEVIN COLDEWEY "

Devin Coldewey is a contributing writer at NBC News; he started

his role in April of 2013. Coldewey is... Expand Bio
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advertisementAncient Teeth Show Humans
Moved Into Rainforests
Earlier Than Thought

People adapted to living in tropical rainforests thousands of years

earlier than previously known, according to scientists who examined

20,000-year-old fossilized human teeth discovered in Sri Lanka. In a

study published on Thursday in the journal Science, the scientists

examined teeth from 26 people found at various archaeological sites

in Sri Lanka for evidence of whether their diet consisted of rainforest

plants and animals. They obtained small tooth enamel samples using

a diamond-tipped drill and analyzed them with a mass spectrometer.
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Almost all the teeth, including the oldest ones from about 20,000

years ago found at the Batadomba-lena rock-shelter in southwestern

Sri Lanka, indicated a diet primarily of food from the rainforest.

"Humans have been manipulating and living within dynamic

rainforest environments for at least 20,000 years and probably even

longer," said University of Oxford archaeologist Patrick Roberts, who

studies early human adaptations. "The lifestyle, as we can see, was

dedicated rainforest subsistence," Roberts added.

Scientists previously had not found direct evidence of human

occupation of rainforest regions before about 10,000 years ago.

Compared to open habitats, rainforests present difficulties such as

dense vegetation that makes it tough to get around, small, nimble

and often arboreal prey animals and a bewildering array of plants

and fruit, including poisonous ones. "However, it is clear that hunting

and gathering communities in Sri Lanka figured out how to adapt to

such settings," said Oxford archaeologist Mike Petraglia, another of

the researchers.

Teeth excavated from this rock-shelter in Sri Lanka provided the earliest evidence

of long-term human rainforest occupation, researchers report.

While the study provides the earliest direct evidence for human

reliance on rainforest resources, the researchers said other

evidence suggests people may have taken to Sri Lanka's rainforests

as early as 38,000 years ago. Roberts said archaeological work in

Africa, Southeast Asia and Melanesia also suggests humans may

have used rainforest resources at least 45,000 years ago.
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Fresh Fossil Studies Rewrite the History of Humanity's Genus

Homo

Mysterious Human-made Ditches Predate Amazon Rainforest

Huge Underwater Fossil Graveyard Explored in Madagascar

— Reuters

PATRICK ROBERTS
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